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“If only my grief could be weighed and my
devastation placed with it on the scales. For then
it would outweigh the sand of the seas!”
— Job 6:1-3

Humanity grows on the lattice of relationships; the love we receive from
others holds together the substance of our being. Suffering, in its most
profound sense, is the loss of love; so profound that most don’t know
what to say when they are talking to someone who’s grieving. People’s
attempts to be supportive can often feel burdensome: long-winded
condolences, useless advice, a banal reminder that it will eventually get
better.
I hope to spare you such useless chatter.
In the 5000+ year old Hebrew poem: Job, the author depicts a man who
suffered immeasurable sorrow and loss. Job lost his entire family, his
life’s work and his body descended into agony and sickness. Following
these events are 34 chapters detailing his friend’s attempts to help him
sort through his misery; the only reasonable explanation they could
surmise is that he was getting what he deserved: God was punishing
him for falling short in some capacity.
This is all too common— grief can feel like a crowd of critical voices
rioting outside the door of our hearts: reminding us of the errors in our
last moments with the ones we loved, the ruminating pain of regret.
Job’s friends were not helpful. What would be helpful?
I have no interest in giving you a set of rules with lofty promises that if
you perform them just right, your grief will dissipate. However, I can
certainly point out the thought trails that make grief significantly worse.
Like listening to those critical voices; it is tremendously tempting to drink
the intoxicating potion of self-blame and regret as if it brings us closer to
controlling the past.
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Another trail that is sure to compound suffering would be to push
against the memories of our loved ones. If our memories are like ocean
waters, we might feel that the only way to not drown is to clammer
against the waves and kick our feet to get above the water line. The
intrusive memories make us feel like we’re going crazy; the sinking
numbness feels like a depression that, surely, we would not be able to
climb out of— so we fight the feelings and the memories. This feels far
more productive than simply leaning into the waters and floating on our
backs like we did as children at the city pool.
Loss can also produce devastating isolation— no wonder: if our lives are
like walled gardens that we build our life within, loss feels like a bomb.
Whole sections of our lives that we loved and made our life within, gone.
We can grow weary of being in the blast-radius, some of us decide to
pick up and move far away from any relationship that could turn our
hearts to rubble. Cold and lonely are the hearts that fear the warmth of
another blast yet long for the warmth of intimacy.
Perhaps this short letter on grief could be something of an intercession
— a silencing of Job’s friends. May these words open a space for
honoring the painful and restorative silence.

Pause.
Take a breath.
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Suffering is a multitude—looks like
a bouquet mid-wilt, the hues
fragmenting; feels like water
sinking into soil before quenching
a thirst. is this ache a door—
if I press into it will I see light?

What is the light you are hoping to see
on the other side of your suffering?
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“But what is grief, if not love persevering?”
— Vision, Wandavision

Who would no longer have to matter to not feel pain right now?
Maybe you’re like me and lost a family member this year to COVID-19.
My grandmother was in a memory-care center suffering from advanced
Alzheimer’s— she spent the last several months of her life isolated from
my grandfather who, previous to the pandemic, spent every-single-day
by her side. Even with the mandatory quarantine, my grandfather would
regularly visit by standing outside the gate of the facility and singing her
favorite hymns. She passed away peacefully and with a life fully lived, yet
grief fell upon us all the same.
It might be that you are reading this and have lost someone dear to you
who’s time shouldn’t have come so soon— life cut short by tragedy. Or
perhaps there is a deep injustice that undergirds the loss you’re
suffering from right now.
Perhaps the loss you’re feeling isn’t the death of a loved one but the
death of a future with someone you care for deeply. A severed
relationship, a betrayal, a misunderstanding— you wish more than
anything you could just have them see from your point of view, yet they
feel further than you can reach. You’re left having to rewrite a future that
you cherished so deeply. What kind of future is worth having without
them?
Again, who would no longer have to matter to not feel pain right now?
On the surface, we wish the pain would go away (or simply feel bearable)
but when we sit with the breadth of what we’re feeling, we realize: we do
not truly want the pain to go away. We feel pain because our loved ones
matter. The pain honors them in this way: to ignore the gap left behind
by their absence would be to render them expendable, pointless, or
meaningless.
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And they are anything but meaningless.
For this next meditation, let’s not focus on “feeling better.” Rather, hold
with open hands the meaning they brought into our lives— the gap left
behind that cannot be ignored.
Grief is a form of love, after all.

Pause.
Take a breath.
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is every wound on your skin a country
were the wars lost there deafening
no, we cannot be fixed like machines
there is no tourniquet for grief

How has grief altered that which you see daily?
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“There's no problem so awful, that you can't add
some guilt to it and make it even worse.”
― Bill Watterson, Calvin and Hobbes

Grief cannot take place in a heart that demands control— fixing
opposes grieving.
It’s not uncommon, when confronted with tragedy, for our minds to
immediately scan the sequence of decisions we made directly before
the tragedy took place. The mundane routines that preceded the
tragedy all come sharply into view: we see that we could have made
slight adjustments that would have altered the outcome (maybe even
prevented it) and lambast ourselves for not choosing to act differently.
We loathe ourselves for not kissing them goodbye the last time we saw
them, for being in a rush. We know full well that, at the time, we didn’t
know the gravity of those last moments. However, because our brains
are able to imagine alternative ways that we could have acted, we make
an illogical jump to believing that we should have acted that way. Fictional
hindsight is 20/20.
Our brains do this on purpose, you know.
If we can blame ourselves for the event— even if it’s a stretch— then it
feels like we’re in control. And nothing numbs the pain of grief like
control.
If the problem was us, then it places the tragedy within the domain of
our control. If it’s my fault then I have access to the culprit and can bring
them to justice— and our loved ones deserve justice. The castigating
penance begins: maybe if I can punish myself enough— if I can truly
grasp exactly how I should have acted—then it will make it okay. This is
the opposite of anxious rumination: trying to control what has already
passed us by.
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I want you, for a moment, to think of a young person you love. Maybe it’s
a child, sibling, niece, a student or even a pet. I want you to imagine the
situation you’re in but with a few substitutions: you’re the person that
passed away and the person you love is in your shoes. Let’s imagine the
situation is nearly the same as the situation you’re facing. They were the
one who didn’t call, they were the one that lost their temper, they were
the one who followed their normal routine that unknowingly added to a
disaster.
Would you blame them?
If they were thinking the thoughts that you were thinking just now, how
would you feel? Would you be in agreement (they should feel awful), or
would your heart swell with compassion?
They didn’t know, and neither did you.

Pause.
Take a breath.
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Grief is not the mountain or its peak;
grief is not the stones and boulders
climbed over to reach the top, nor is
it the wind felt once you arrive.
Grief is the view—clouds fragmenting
the sunlight, those large things on the
ground now small and insignificant—
it is now knowing you will see
everything differently.

If someone you love were in your shoes, what
counsel would you offer them?
What emotions would you feel towards them?
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“If there ever comes a day when we can't be together,
keep me in your heart. I'll stay there forever.”
— Winnie the Pooh

There’s a certain fear that arises when contemplating “moving on.” The
fear of dilution— a loss of potency, as if we have a warm cup of tea full
of their memories; all the positive pieces they added to our lives and the
parts of ourselves that flourished as a result. To “move on” or entertain
anything but this cup of tea would be to watch the level fall ever more
shallow in our cup. “Moving on” feels like we’re filling our cup with new
warm water or another tea all together. With every new moment, a
moment lost. Every new memory, a memory diluted. To move on feels
like we are accepting they no longer matter to us as deeply as they once
did.
These are rules we write, you know.
No one is imposing these rules upon us other than ourselves. The
problem with this metaphor is that the cup is a rigid container with a
limit of how much love it can hold. We are not teacups, we’re more like
trees: the more love that is poured over our roots, the more enlarged
our lives become. Rather than the person we love being diluted, they
add to every experience we have from that moment on. A piece of them
runs through every dendritic branch of us. To not open our hearts is to
limit their touch— to keep them confined to our aching hearts.
This is not to say the “flavor” does not change, however. There’s an irony
in the fact that in order to bring the memory of our loved one’s into the
future we have to risk “contaminating” the memories. But maybe
contamination is the wrong metaphor. Maybe their flavor is more like
chili oil than floral tea— you can add all sorts of flavors to a dish but the
heat will still remain.
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My relationship with my grandmother was different when I was 7 than it
was when I turned 13. It changed again when I became an adult. A week
ago my wife had our first child. If my grandmother were here to hold my
daughter in her arms, our relationship would have developed yet again. I
would have asked her questions about raising daughters and she might
have encouraged me that I’m going to be a great father.
While the flavor has matured it is not void of her— I’m in control of how
much of my grandmother’s spark I instill in my daughter. Her grace,
patience, humor and generosity permeate my relationship with my
daughter, even now. Healing from grief is letting our loved ones have
access to the fullness of our existence, including our future.

Pause.
Take a breath.
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What is memory but two currents
pulling away from one another.
Yes, I am here, but I am also
every place I have held someone
that I love.

Consider that person you are grieving the loss of—how would
they respond to your successes waiting on the horizon?
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“Trauma is [when] severe emotional pain cannot find a
relational home in which it can be held.”
— Robert Stolorow

I’m currently writing this entry during a windstorm here in Spokane,
Washington. My neighborhood is watched over by towering evergreen
trees that were here long before Spokane was founded.
They’re old trees.
After a heavy windstorm, the streets are commonly littered with their
remains— entire root structures pulled up from the ground, splintered
tree trunks lying on power-lines, caved-in porches, and crumpled cars
parked near the curb. My town comes to a halt during windstorms as it’s
not uncommon to have power-outages that last for days. I usually go on
a walk around my neighborhood after the storm to assess the damage.
Last year, I happened upon a treehouse that was in disrepair after one
of its supporting branches had snapped off. Thankfully, the treehouse
was held together enough that, with some new reinforcements, all could
be well.
Grief can feel like that— a fundamental piece of yourself, a piece that
was “holding you together” was suddenly severed from you. The damage
is so catastrophic that one wrong move and the whole of you might fall
apart. The relationships that we treasure most are not “add ons” to our
life. They are our life. If they fall apart, we fall apart. Our dreams are built
on their presence. Our very character was formed in and around them.
When we lost them, we lost a piece of ourselves— but only a piece.
It may feel like life is not quite worth living without them. The tree house
will never look the way it did even with new reinforcements. But a lot like
a treehouse, you’re weaved into more than one branch and new
branches grow all the time (even though it may take a while).
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Perhaps in the meantime, the repair looks similar: assessing which other
branches are sturdy enough to hold more of you (the other
relationships in your life). Maybe, in time, new branches can be grafted
on.
Timing is important to consider here: it is true that some doorways of
grief are passed through alone. Other doorways are wide enough for
two or maybe three. Sometimes the people we love don’t know what to
do when we’re grieving. Here’s some counsel you can give to people you
trust in coming alongside you during grief:
“I could use someone close to me tonight— I don’t need to be cheered
up, I don’t need advice, I could just use some company. Sometimes I
might want to talk about them and if you ask questions and listen to
stories that might be helpful. Other times it might just be silence— that’s
okay too. I’d love it if you’d just sit with me.”

Pause.
Take a breath.
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when I say I’m leaving I mean
I’m waiting; I mean, when it’s
quieter I’ll try again; I mean, I am
as uncertain about tomorrow as anyone
else is so I’m leaving you with something
to carry in your palms—like a bird, nursing
its feeble wing back into a sword
so it can once again cleave the sky into tangerine slices.
this is called beautiful damage; it’s called the casualty of living—
is that not dying? no, the first death is memory.
suffering is not a bridge to the past,
it is a door to tomorrow.
won’t you walk through it with me—
won’t you sit there with me
for even just a little while?
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What are some words that have been shared with you in a
time of hurting that have been healing?
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Thank you for letting Will and I be a small part of your
journey in contemplating the person you love and have lost.
I don't take your extension of trust for granted for even a
moment. My hope is that our time was meaningful.
May you be grounded in love in the midst of despair and
wandering; grief is a form of love, after all.

Pause.
Take a breath.
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